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Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier: from two to three dimensions
S. J. Liu, Hanchen Huang,a) and C. H. Woo
Department of Mechanical Engineering, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong
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The Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier—the additional barrier for an adatom to diffuse down a surface
step—dictates the growth modes of thin films. The conventional concept of this barrier is two
dimensional~2D!, with the surface step being one monolayer. We propose the concept of a
three-dimensional~3D! Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier, and identify the 2D to 3D transition, taking
aluminum as a prototype and using the molecular statics method. Our results show that:~1!
substantial differences exist between the 2D and 3D barriers;~2! the transition completes in four
monolayers; and~3! there is a major disparity in the 3D barriers between two facets; further,
alteration of this disparity using surfactants can lead to the dominance of surface facet against
thermodynamics. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1475774#
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Texture has been a recognized factor that controls
performance of thin films. For example, the^111& texture of
aluminum interconnects in integrated circuits dictates th
resistance to electromigration,1 and ^100& texture of TiN is
preferred in mechanical coating.2,3 The Schwoebel-Ehrlich
barrier is a key factor in surface processing.4–22 In our pre-
vious studies, it has been demonstrated that the dominan
^111& texture is a result of two-dimensional growth at initi
stage, that is the formation of large$111% facets.23,24 The
large facet is the direct consequence of small adatom mi
tion barrier and nearly zero conventional—hereafter refer
to as the two-dimensional~2D!—Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrie
in aluminum. Our ensuing studies show that the
Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier is also very small for dimers a
trimers diffusing down a$111% facet in aluminum.25 On the
other hand, both experiments26 and Wulff construction show
that two large facets meet each other and form a ridge
shown in Fig. 1. The intersection of two large facets is a
common under normal deposition conditions; when dep
tion rate is not too high or substrate temperature is not
low.23 For exchange of atoms between two such facets
adatom has to cross over the ridge, effectively diffus
down a surface step of multiple layers; the Schwoeb
Ehrlich barrier is therefore 3D. During a growth process
facet may not be so flat, and surface steps can be of one,
or many layers. As a result, the Schwoebel-Ehrlich bar
experiences a gradual transition from 2D to 3D. For clar
we define the Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier as thetotal energy
barrier over a step or a ridge; in contrast to the extra ene
barrier when only a 2D case is considered.

The molecular statics method is described in detail
reference,25 and will be briefly summarized here. A simula
tion cell with a flat surface, say$111%, $110%, or $100%, is first
chosen. An island of multiple layers is introduced on top
the flat surface. The island is constructed so that the
surface is parallel to the substrate, and the side surfaces
sist of$100%, $110%, and$111% facets. A typical simulation cel
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FIG. 1. ~a! A Wulff construction of aluminum, and~b! an electron micros-
copy of aluminum thin-film surface after high-temperature annealing, w
various surface orientation labeled.26
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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of aluminum is shown in Fig. 2. Atoms in the bottom regio
of the simulation cell are fixed to their perfect lattice po
tions to mimic a semi-infinite large surface. The converge
of numerical results is tested against the size of the sim
tion cell, and the simulation cell is chosen so that the ene
calculations are reliable up to1/20.01 eV. It is worth men-
tioning that molecular statics, instead of the molecular
namics method, is used because of the extremely smal
ergy barrier of aluminum adatom on$111% 20.04 eV.25,27

For such a small migration barrier, adatoms diffuse aw
from the desired configurations even at low temperature

The transition from the 2D to 3D Schwoebel-Ehrlic
barrier is demonstrated in Fig. 3 for the case of an ada
diffusing from one$111% to another$111% facet, across a ste
along ^110&; thereafter referred to as diffusion from$111%
facet to ^110&/$111% step/facet. Table I provides a comple
set of the calculation results. Since direct hopping is con
tently more difficult, only the barriers by exchange mech
nism are listed. According to our definition, the 3
Schwoebel-Ehrlich barriers from facet A to facet B and fro
B to A are different. For example, Table I gives the 3
Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier from$111% to $100% facet to be
0.30 eV, and that from$100% to $111% facet to be 0.68 eV—
the difference being from adatom formation energies on
two facets. This difference will lead to the imbalance of ad
tom flux between the two facets, and thereby the domina
of $111% over $100%. There is little ambiguity in the definition
of the 3D Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier. However, the definiti
of the Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier for a step of multiple laye
deserves a clarification. The flat surfaces bounding the

FIG. 2. Side~upper section! and top~lower section! view of a step along
^110& of multiple layers forming a$100% surface; the two horizontal surface
bonding the step are of$111%.
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of multiple layers are parallel. For example, in the calcu
tion of transition barriers from$111% to $100%, the two bound-
ing surfaces are of$111% and the small facet in between is o
$100%. The results show that:~1! the transition from 2D to 3D
completes in four monolayers;~2! the 3D barrier can be sub
stantially larger than its 2D counterpart; and~3! there is a
major disparity of 3D barriers between two flat surface
such as$100% and $111%. Accompanying this disparity, the
transition from 2D to 3D can also be different for the tw
facets. For example, the barrier from$111% to $100% is insen-
sitive to step thickness. However, the barrier from$100% to
$111% increases substantially with the step thickness. T
indicates that$111% facets dominate more easily once th
grow beyond a critical size, because the flow of adato
from $100% to $111% is more difficult beyond this size.

It is interesting to discuss technological impacts of th
concept of the 3D Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier in materi
processing. If one could modify this barrier, in particula
reverse the disparity, then thermodynamic faceting of t
films may be reversed. Indeed, our Monte Carlo simulatio
in a preliminary report have demonstrated28 that this reversal
is possible when surfactants are used. It is even more enc
aging that our two recent and independent experiments,
using antimony as surfactant during silver film depositio
and another indium as surfactant, have shown the facet
version.

The work described in this letter was substantially su
ported by grants from the Research Grants Council of

FIG. 3. Transition from the 2D to 3D Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier of
adatom from one$111% to another$111% across â 110& step, by exchange
~open circle! and direct-hopping~solid circle! mechanisms.
tep
TABLE I. Schwoebel-Ehrlich barrier~eV! as a function of number of layers of each step, for various s
orientations and facets.

Initial Facet
Step Orientation/

Final Facet

Number of Layers

i ii iii iv Multi-

$111% ^110&/$100% 0.30 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.30
^110&/$110% 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04
^110&/$111% 0.06 0.10 0.21 0.21 0.21

$100% ^100&/$100% 0.35 0.17 0.25 0.25 0.25
^100&/$110% 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.35
^110&/$111% 0.45 0.55 0.68 0.68 0.68

$110% ^100&/$100% 0.63 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.72
^111&/$110% 0.33 0.38 0.44 0.47 0.47
^110&/$111% 0.70 0.78 0.81 0.83 0.83
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Hong Kong Special Administrative Region~PolyU 1/99C,
5146/99E, 5152/00E, and 5161/01E!, and partially by a cen-
tral research grant from the Hong Kong PolyU~G-V943!.
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